ABSTRACT In this paper we present a Structure-driven Incremental Forum crawler (SInFo) that targets the latest content in crawling cycles. On a Web forum, user generated content is almost never changed or deleted, but it is constantly added. There is a wide spectrum of forum technologies that have different representations and navigational paths to lead the user to the latest content. Targeting the latest content is not a trivial task, since adding some new content to a forum often results in shifting the old content between pages. Ignoring the way forum content is distributed and sorted can lead to repetitive visits to the pages with the same data from previous crawls while incrementally crawling. The main goal of SInFo is to avoid transfer of duplicate content in forum incremental crawling, using the generic approach regardless of the forum technology. The problem is reduced to discovering and utilizing the following forum technology features: (1) forum index and thread page content and sort representation and, (2) available forum technology navigational options between pages. With the proposed methods and techniques, we show how to locate the target page by observing the URL signature format and minimize the number of required downloads to fetch the page containing the latest content. The experiments were conducted on custom technologies and also on a wide range of pre-built forum packages covering more than 80% of representative widely used software packages. SInFo showed high accuracy and low level of duplicates transmission by reaching the average of 92.6% for the new content in each recrawl cycle.
I. INTRODUCTION
Web forums represent significant part of the social internet websites. Using a Web forum, users exchange their opinions about specific topics and issues, or take role in extensive discussions [1] . When appeared, forums were predominant social and communication tool. The establishment of popular social and media networks specialized the purpose of the forums and made them evolve into more expert-opinion exchange tools. Forums today represent respectable platform for public (or private) many-to-many expert discussions about specific topics and issues of mutual interest. While social and media networks did overtake some portion of forum social exchange, forums have grown into more specialized,
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Chintan Amrit. expert opinion public databases. Collecting and analyzing forum user generated content is not important only for search engines, but also for mining and extracting valuable data, collecting knowledge or public opinion polls.
User generated content on a Web forum is very rarely changed or deleted by the moderator, but it is constantly added. Efficient incremental crawler [2] , which targets and collects only the new content generated after the previous crawl, is therefore important in order to optimize bandwidth, crawling time and overall performance of a crawling system. Though some efforts have been made in specialized forum crawling [3] - [5] , none of them did directly focus on how to target only the content generated since the last crawl cycle. Revisiting the Web forum in a search for new content should be reduced to discovering new generated threads and their posts since the last crawl (coverage), and revisiting existing VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ discussion threads from previous crawls (freshness) in search for new posts [5] . Efficient refresh and discovery of the new forum content, in order to increase the crawling speed and bandwidth is not a trivial task since it must identify and skip the content collected in the previous crawls. In this paper we propose modules and methods for incremental forum crawler that efficiently discover new discussion threads and refresh the existing ones. Proposed solutions enable the crawler to reach the new content in an efficient manner, without repetitive visits to pages containing content from the previous crawls.
The most important elements of this research are:
• Summarization of forum representations and available navigation paths. Comprehensive and extensive research has been done on a large number of forum technologies, in order to categorize major types of representations that index and thread pages can have. All combinations were compared on a set of chosen representative forums, upon which the tests were conducted.
• Maximized usage of existing navigational paths and options that current forum technology features. This allows targeting of the newly generated content more accurately.
• Targeting only the latest forum content in incremental crawling. This is reduced to detecting and utilizing the way in which the forum content is presented and sorted.
Simple, yet robust approach is implemented to demonstrate crawler capabilities with different types of forum technologies.
• Increasing the bandwidth usage and crawling speed. Download of pages with already collected content results in the waste of network bandwidth and prolong crawling time. By using the proposed methods when incrementally revisiting the forum, network bandwidth is optimally used, and the content that has already been visited is skipped. The rest of this paper is organized in the following sections: Section 2 presents the problem setting; Section 3 discusses the related work, followed by Section 4 which describes the architecture of our system. Every module from Section 4 has been described in detail, accompanied with the proposed algorithms. Section 5 reports our experiments and their results. Section 6 concludes this paper with current problem remarks and the future work.
II. PROBLEM SETTING
The problem with generic crawlers [6] is that they tend to treat each website page as an individual object which they incrementally recrawl over time, replacing the old database content with the newly collected. This approach is not adapted to the given forum structure and its content representation. Fig. 1 shows that regardless of the forum technology, its logical structure is always defined as a hierarchy, and with the implicit paths presented by the syntax diagram consisting of important pages [7] . All nodes between 'entry' and 'thread' are called index pages [4] . Index pages are composed of a table-like structures, where each row holds information about a board or thread. The leaf nodes in the forum structure graph are posts with the user generated content from the discussion thread. Another feature of a Web forum is that its existing content is rarely changed. It is constantly added, divided and organized between multiple pages connected by skeleton and page flipping URLs [8] , [9] . As shown in Fig. 2 , threads belonging to one index page can be distributed between multiple pages which are connected by page flipping URLs. Also, posts belonging to one thread can be spread across multiple pages of that thread, and are connected with page flipping URLs - Fig. 3a and Fig. 2b . The state-of-the-art specialized Web forum crawlers like FoCUS [4] and iRobot [3] are designed for downloading only important forum pages by traversing skeleton and page-flipping URLs of the Web forum. By leaving the rest of 'unimportant' pages (such as login, search, user or help pages etc.) intact, these forum crawlers are more efficient in terms of bandwidth and coverage than the generic crawlers when used on a Web forum.
Both FoCUS and iRobot crawlers do not address the problem of targeting the latest web forum content efficiently, rather than collecting all the important content, hence they are only avoiding duplicate transfer in the first crawl, when complete forum is traversed. When incrementally revisiting a Web forum in search for the new content, ignoring the way it is presented and sorted can lead to visiting pages with repetitive data from the previous crawls, and result in the waste of network bandwidth and crawling time. A wide range of Web forum engines is currently in use [10], [11], including some very popular engines such as phpBB, vBulletin and Discuz!. Numerous custom forum engines are developed exclusively for a particular web site, so there is a variety of solutions for the layout, sorting order, representation of forum content and navigational options between pages. By doing an extensive analysis on a large number of Web forum technologies, we have classified possible content representations of index and thread pages, based on the layout and sorting on these pages. First, threads on index page can be sorted by their creation date, or by the date of the last activity. Respecting this order is important when discovering new discussion threads. Fig. 4a shows an example, where the threads on the index page are sorted by the creation date.
When visiting this type of a sorted list, the crawler needs to visit only a couple of the first index pages where new discussion threads are located. A case of the index page where threads are sorted by the date of last activity is shown in Fig. 4b . Between two successive forum crawls, new threads are created, and also some of the existing threads are updated, which results in a mixture of new and old threads. Similar to the previous case, only the first couple of index pages containing new threads are required to be downloaded.
The posts on the thread can be sorted in ascending or descending order. If the posts on the thread are sorted in descending order, adding new posts to the first page of the thread can push existing ones to the next page; similar as for the example of adding new threads on index page sorted by the creation date. In this case, only the first pages of threads containing new posts are required for crawling. Fig. 4c shows a thread where posts are sorted in an ascending order. In this case, new posts are added to the last thread page or if needed, a new page or pages are created at the end of the paging sequence. For this type of thread, the crawler only needs to visit the last thread pages in order to find new content.
We strive to minimize crawling time and bandwidth usage by applying a generic approach to all explored cases. Although it is possible on some Web forum technologies to change the sort order and appearance, in this paper we do not focus on the use of this feature, since not all Web forum technologies enable the change of sorting order, and some of them use Ajax request rather than traditional URLs to change appearance.
III. RELATED WORK
The methods for targeting the latest forum content while incrementally crawling are not sufficiently covered in the open literature, but there are some previous studies that motivated our research, which resulted in the proposed methods and solutions presented in this paper.
Some early papers like [12] , [13] addressed scheduling problems for Web crawlers. The authors developed exponential probabilistic models to estimate the time between page changes and introduced concepts such as lifetime and age. Page information was introduced as 'depreciating commodity' that needs to be refreshed over time. Although this may be true for the Web sites where one page represents single source of information which can be updated, forums do not change and rarely delete their content. Also, these models do not treat all index or thread pages as one object like in the forum structure. On the other hand, for other Web sites, each page is treated separately. VOLUME 7, 2019 A comprehensive introduction and overview of the process of mining data from internet forums is given in [14] . Discussions about general issues involved in internet forum data acquisition and processing are addressed, along with presented framework for analyzing and mining forum data in order to discover social roles of participants. Also, a survey [15] gives an extensive overview of event detection techniques from the online social networks text streams, such as internet forums, along with open problems.
Another research more focused on incremental forum crawling was done by Yang et al. [5] . This is predominantly all-around forum crawling incremental strategy that uses site-level knowledge mining presented in [3] to create graph-based representation of the organizational structure of a Web forum. Given structure is later used to reconstruct all index and thread pages, and to treat them as one object instead of treating each page individually. For each page, index or thread, timestamp of each record is extracted and used in the list-wise schedule optimization. In our work, we also extract timestamps, but for the purpose of detecting the type of the sorting order on a page. In [5] , timestamps are used together with site-level statistics to predict update frequency and longevity of each object. First, this work gives a robust approach on incremental forum crawling, but mainly focus on how to balance between coverage and freshness and to predict the next recrawl time, rather than how to target only the latest content generated between the two crawl cycles. Second, it is assumed that the latest content can be easily found by revisiting index and thread pages, without taking advantage of the forum technology and the representation of the forum content, which can vary between forums.
Previous related work also includes state of the art specialized forum crawlers like iRobot [3] and FoCUS [4] . Both iRobot and FoCUS are designed to traverse only important pages of the forum, leaving the unimportant pages unvisited, which is bandwidth and time efficient. iRobot learns sitemap and URL location on page using pre-sampled pages. These pages are first clustered, selecting informative clusters based on an informativeness measure. Using spanning tree algorithm similar to Prim's [16] , a forum traversal path is found using informative clusters. While iRobot learns where to find locations of skeletal forum URLs on the page, FoCUS learns regular expression patterns in order to recognize and discover skeletal URLs. Based on the index and thread pages layout and properties, page classifiers for FoCUS are built, and later used to classify pages and divide URLs into index, thread and page-flipping URL sets. These sets are later used to recursively learn URL regular expression patterns. In our previous research [17] we presented intelligent forum crawler based on improved regular expressions which can follow skeleton forum URLs. This crawler leverages regular expression capability in order to recognize forum URLs more precisely. In another previous study [18] we treated forum thread pages as one object in order to distribute them for parallel crawling, and we have achieved sufficient load balancing.
All mentioned crawlers are designed to visit only important pages of the forum, hence ignoring the unimportant ones. This strategy is appropriate when crawling the forum for the first time, where every forum page needs to be collected and unimportant pages avoided. Applying these crawlers in the incremental strategy would lead to repetitive downloads of all relevant forum content that was already collected in the previous crawls. Also, such solutions are unable to directly target only the latest content generated since the last crawl cycle of the forum. In our research presented in this paper, we use the simple yet robust approach for detecting record timestamps, so we can determine index and thread pages sorting order, and along with navigational options of the forum technology, appropriate URLs are used for targeting pages with the latest content.
Since the experimental results presented in [4] showed that FoCUS better behaved than iRobot in online forum crawling, we utilized some elements of FoCUS in our work. We also leverage specific URL recognition and use it for matching thread last activity URL and finding specific URLs in page-flipping URLs groups (Fig. 2) .
One of the forum crawlers presented more recently in the open literature is Vigi4Med [19] . It represents high precision Web forum structured data collector adaptable for large scale crawling. However, it requires programming knowledge with separate configuration for each forum. It provides well-structured collected data in RDF format [20] that can be optionally anonymized. In order for the crawler to target the rich data regions and traverse the forum, the user must provide crawler with the XPath queries [21] . To minimize the effort in human intervention for writing XPath queries, an automated solution is proposed in [22] . Based on the predefined semantic rules in a regular expression format, and seed forum URL, proposed model generates collection of XPath queries which are later used in crawling and retrieving the forum data. Although this enables easier usage of the crawling system, it is still heavily dependent on the robustness of regular expressions semantic rules. Prior to the particular forum crawl, a careful inspection is required to address the semantic rules update if necessary.
On the other hand, there are specialized crawlers like [23] (CrimeBot) and the solution presented in [24] , which are used in crawling the underground forums, and scraping the data related to illegal activities. Both crawlers are highly sophisticated and designed to automatically, or with help of the user, overcome anti-crawling techniques implemented by underground forums that general-purpose crawlers do not consider, such as [25] : obfuscation, throttling, user-agent identification, stealthiness, login functionality or Turing tests like CAPTCHA validation [26] . Although CrimeBot implements forum incremental crawling, its technical solution is not published in details, so it is not documented clearly enough to make possible its implementation for comparison. Additionally, incremental crawling solution proposed in [24] is overfitted to vBulletin forum technology, so it is not widely applicable, since different technologies have different types of sort order presentation, and other implementation details.
Related work presented in [27] - [29] for page near-duplicate detection can be useful when trying to avoid pages that were already visited. The content-based duplicate detection is achieved by characterizing Web pages with fingerprint patterns like SimHash [29] or Shingles [30] and then comparing it with small Hamming distance [31] to determine duplicates. The problem with near-duplicate detection is that it can only be done after the pages are downloaded, which is not bandwidth and time efficient. Additionally, using the near-duplicate detection in forum incremental crawling would require downloading all forum pages and comparing content with the one in the database.
There are industry standards such as the sitemap [32] , [33] which represents protocol that websites might implement in order to inform the crawler about current pages status. Sitemap is an XML file, which contains a list of website pages location, their recent update time, change frequency and priority. These data can be used by the crawler when scanning forum or any other website for the new content. Already collected pages can be updated if the page last modified date is newer than the last crawled date. URLs of the pages that were not found in previous crawls can be considered as new. Although the sitemap protocol can help in incremental crawling, experiments presented in [4] showed that this file is rarely properly maintained by the website administrators, which can lead to crawling pages that are not relevant for the forum content, or duplicate pages. Fig. 5 shows the overview of our crawling system SInFo, which processes the forum in two phases. The first phase is the initial crawl phase which is done only once, when the forum is visited for the first time, or after the major change of forum technology. By following the forum skeleton links, the crawler collects all available data from the Web forum and learns the sort order on index and thread pages, which is later used while recrawling that forum. The second phase is incremental recrawl phase. Depending on the sorting order detected in the first phase and available forum navigation options, adequate techniques are selected for recrawling. In each recrawl cycle, existing threads are updated with the new posts (freshness), while index pages are searched for the new threads (coverage). Along with the Fig. 5 , a pseudocode is also given in Fig. 6 for the better overview of the proposed system. Line numbers in the pseudocode in Fig. 6 are referenced in the following text in parentheses.
IV. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
At the beginning of the first phase, the RegEx Pattern Learning module (REPL) learns regular expression patterns which are later used to detect index, thread and page flipping URLs. Also, REPL module is fed with the random page of the crawled Web forum, upon which it finds entry forum URL. For REPL we used some elements of the FoCUS crawler architecture. We briefly describe this architecture bellow, while more details are presented in [4] . Based on the given page, the REPL module first discovers the entry URL of the forum (line 1), since it can vary between the Web sites. Index and thread page classifiers are built with Support Vector Machine (SVM) [33] with default linear kernel, using features based on pages layout, outgoing URLs, metadata and forum record properties. Some of the main features used by SVM were chosen based on the research presented in [4] and they are briefly shown in Table 1 . With prebuilt page classifiers, starting from the entry page, a detection of index and thread pages is performed and their URLs are grouped into training sets. URL training sets are then used to learn regular expressions as proposed by Koppula et al. [34] , in order to recognize equivalent URLs. This algorithm starts from the generic pattern '' * ,'' and finds more patterns matching the training set of URLs. Patterns are refined recursively until no more patterns can be refined. This algorithm is not too strict and can deal with negative examples, with the addition of threshold to discard the URLs with low coverage. Four types of regular expression patterns are generated, for matching index, index page flipping, thread and thread page flipping URLs (line 1). These regular expressions are used by the crawler to detect and traverse through skeleton forum URLs and avoid irrelevant Web site or forum pages. Generated regexes are deployed to the Forum Crawl (FC) module along with detected forum entry URL (line 2).
The FC module performs the complete crawl of the Web forum using breadth-first strategy [35] . Starting from the entry page, crawler collects all URLs that match given regular expression patterns. Detected URLs are then put to a queue for later download and crawl. This process is repeated until there are no more URLs in the queue. All detected index and thread page URLs are stored into the database, along with the extracted posts (line 3). Each post is treated as an individual object in the database, and for each post a unique identifier is calculated, using the hash function. This hash function uses post date, author name, and post body as an input to calculate unique identifier. Also, for each index or thread, a base page URL is saved along with its last crawl date (lines 4-5). Base page URL represents the index or thread URL without pagination parameters, and the last crawl date represents the timestamp of the last visit to that particular index or thread.
Aside from performing complete crawl of the forum, FC module also automatically extracts post records from the thread page by employing sophisticated techniques. For this purpose of FC, we utilize some elements of WeRE [36] , a lightweight and comprehensive solution for post extraction with high extraction accuracy. The process of extraction is divided into two subtasks: the post record extraction, and the content extraction from each post. To extract the posts, page noise must be removed and boundaries of the post detected. This is done by level-weighted tree matching algorithm, which computes similarities between the two trees. For post content extraction, consistency of each node of the post in the DOM tree is measured [36] . Based on the measured consistencies, the minimum subtree that contains content is extracted.
After the forum crawl finishes, collected URLs are classified into two groups, index page URL and thread page URL group, from where they are later used in Index page sort detection (IPSD) and thread sort detection (TSD) modules for content sort order detection (line 6). Detected sort order information data is further passed into the incremental crawler part, which represents the second phase (line 7) of the crawling process (Fig. 5) .
The second phase begins with the recrawl scheduler (RS) (lines 7-16). This module discovers new threads by revisiting each index page of the forum (coverage) and keeps all previously downloaded threads fresh by revisiting and collecting new posts (freshness). In the case of freshness, RS module will initialize recrawl of existing thread with post-collect (PC) module. PC module will collect only new posts, generated after the last crawl date (lines [13] [14] .
New posts are stored into the database through RS module and the last crawl date of the thread is updated (line 15).
In the case of coverage, both thread discovery (TD) and PC modules are used. First, TD module detects new and old threads containing posts generated after the last crawl date of the index page (lines 9-12). Collected thread URLs are then sent to the PC module for post collection. New threads are completely crawled, and old threads are refreshed.
IPSD, TSD, TD and PC modules are described in detail in the following sections. Most of the modules are using date extraction and finding specific URLs inside pagination URLs. These algorithms are not presented in Fig. 5 , but they are also described in detail in the following sections
A. DATE EXTRACTION
Date extraction is important part of the SInFo system. Presented modules in the system overview have to extract the dates, to detect the sort order and determine the best approach for collecting the latest content from the index and thread pages.
Thread post dates detection. As illustrated in Fig. 3 , each post on a thread page has its post date. Posts may contain other dates, such as user registration date or the date of the user last login on the forum.
These dates are considered to be noise and are excluded by the proposed technique. Common feature of the user posts is that they are generated in sequence on the thread page and grouped in a block or table which occupies the center of the page. Inside this block or table, a HTML DOM sub tree of the post is located, and it represents repetitive pattern in a page source code, where post date and other post elements are placed according to their visual appearance - Fig. 7 . Following this structured layout information, where each post date can be found at the exact same position of every post HTML DOM sub tree, we gather all dates from the same position in different posts into one group instead of observing each date individually. The result is an arranged group consisting of dates, ordered in exactly the same sequence as they appear on the page. To identify the region of the page where posts are nested and the boundaries of posts, we implemented sophisticated technique proposed in [36] . This technique uses a level-weighted tree matching algorithm to compute the similarity between two sub trees, reject unnecessary elements such as page flipping URLs, and detect exact boundary of the block containing posts.
After the boundaries of posts region are detected, the containing HTML content is parsed into a HTML DOM tree, and the partial HTML DOM tree alignment [37] , [38] is used to create table like structure - Fig. 8 . This technique is extensively studied and used in recent years. From the given table like structure, only columns that contain dates in each cell are selected. The dates are detected by matching pattern such as dd%mm%yyyy where % can be any occurrence of /, \, −,.,, and where date parts can change places. We also try to match some specific words such as name of the months, or name of the days of the week that can replace mm or dd. Additionally, this is done in adequate languages depending on the language of the forum. Each column with the matched dates is selected as a candidate group. Some technologies have date representation in ago format, for example '5 days ago', or '1 hour ago'. In these cases, HTML tag encapsulating text of the ago date is inspected for tag element that might contain more precise date, otherwise the ago text is translated into standard date-time format recognizable by the crawler.
Since the posts are generated in timely sequence order, the group that contains post dates, must satisfy ascending or descending sort order, otherwise it is considered as noise and it is excluded. In this rule, we allow one date to be out of order if it is on the beginning of the sequence. This rule is added because in some forum technologies, selected or important post can be set as a sticky post, that can be put on the top of all the others, and disorder the date sequence. The group1 in Fig. 8 represents the sort order of posts of the given thread.
Index page dates detection. This algorithm works similar as the previous one, so we highlight only the important differences. The algorithm starts with the alignment of HTML DOM tree of the index page. By doing this, URLs that appear on the index page are stored in aligned table like structure [38] . In a given table, along with thread URL, each column can contain cells with thread information that are present in index page thread row; for example, date of thread creation, number of replies, number of views, last post date, thread last activity URL etc. We observe each column as a group of data and select only those that contain dates. This algorithm can find one or two date groups, depending on available information of thread on index page. There can be two types of date groups; one group can represent thread last activity dates, while the other represents dates of threads creation. The group that represents sort order of the index page and its type is detected in index page sort detection module.
Both algorithms work in the similar way. The main difference is that the index page dates detection algorithm returns one or two groups of dates while the thread post dates detection algorithm returns only one group of dates. Partial DOM tree alignment is implemented for both index and thread pages repetitive regions to generate table like structures. Candidate columns are selected by detecting date format in each column cell. In order for thread date column to be selected, it needs to be in continuous ascending or descending sort order. In this way, the columns that contain noise, like user registration date or user last activity are rejected. For index page sort order detection, all date columns without detecting the sort are selected, since IPSD module that will detect the sort order requires all dates columns. Trying to select only one column observing ascending or descending sort order can be erroneous, since all date groups can have the same sort order. Selected date columns are later translated into date groups with the same sequence as appeared on the forum page.
B. FINDING SPECIFIC URL INSIDE PAGINATION LINKS
In the first phase of the crawl, the REPL module generates four types of regular expressions; two for recognizing index and thread page URLs, and additional two for recognizing pagination URLs for both types of pages. Since these last two only recognize pagination URLs, and not where that URL exactly points, this is not enough for later more precise crawling navigation that our modules require. While incrementally crawling the Web forum, modules thread discovery and post collect use more complex navigation to reach the latest content. To achieve precise crawling, while on index or thread page, our modules will try to find the following specific URLs:
• next -if on the n th index or thread page, the next (n+1) th page in sequence is required if exists.
• previous -if on the n th index or thread page, the previous (n-1) th page in sequence is required if exists.
• first -URL that points to the first page of index or thread. This may also be the base page URL without pagination parameters.
• last -URL that points to the last page of index or thread.
• thread last activity URL -the same as the last, except it refers usually to a standalone URL inside index page thread row that contains thread URL and additional thread information - Fig. 2c . As shown in Fig. 2 Further, not all technologies support or show textual meaning of the presented URL, instead they have non-standard paging representation with only numbers or images - Fig. 10 . Also, in some forum technologies the index page thread row does not contain pagination blocks (shown in Fig. 2b ), but only thread last activity URL (Fig. 2c) , together with the anchor text of the date of the last post or the author name.
Instead of focusing on URL textual anchor interpretation, we leverage detection of specific URLs by utilizing URL format features and visual information features of the pagination block. Table 2 shows examples of differences between the base page URL and the URL format when targeting specific page with included parameters.
Our observations are: 1. Specific number describes the number of a specific index or thread page, and it is added on a base page URL as a part of the parameter or just as a single number. For example, https://ubuntuforums.org/forumdisplay.php?f = 460& page = 2, parameter 'page = 2' has specific number 2. 5. Index or thread page URL parameters that are not related to paging, remain the same through all page flipping URLs. 6. Based on 1 -5, follows that grouped page flipping URLs of one index or thread page differ only in specific numbers. 7. On index page, if thread page flipping URLs are available, they are nested in the row where thread base page URL is found. 8. Thread last activity URL can be present in index page thread row, even when group of page flipping URLs of that thread are not shown. Also, thread last activity URL can have anchor text that is not correlated with the number of the page to which it points to. The anchor text can contain post date, name of the author etc., but URL still contains the thread base page URL. 9. If page flipping URLs, grouped in an HTML block have digits in their anchor texts, they are shown in ordered sequence. Then, when on n th index or thread page, next or previous page URL will be adjacent to the URL pointing to the current page.
Based on these observations, we propose two algorithms for finding specific URLs. The details are shown in Fig. 11 .
Thread last activity URL detection algorithm in line (1) extracts all URLs from the given HTML thread block. VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 11. Detection of thread last activity URL and navigation URL for the given direction.
Lines (2-4) compare all extracted URLs with thread page flipping regular expressions learned in REPL module. If an URL is recognized as a page flipping URL, it is inserted in pagingLinks. Line (5), based on observations 1 -6, extracts the specific number by aligning all URLs from pagingLinks, and finding the section i.e. difference. If the thread row HTML block contains page flipping URLs, the one with the largest specific number that also matches the last activity URL will be found. If page flipping URLs are not presented in the thread row, the last activity URL will be found as the only one URL that matches the largest specific number. If both page flipping URLs and the last activity URL are not present in the thread row, specific number returned is the one that corresponds to thread base page URL.
Navigation URL detection for the given direction algorithm in line (1) first extracts all URL groups by aligning HTML DOM tree. The set of URLs are considered as a group if on the HTML DOM tree all URLs are on the same level and have maximum of one parent node. Lines (2-6) check each group and select the first one that contains URLs that match page flipping regular expressions. Page flipping RegEx that is being used corresponds to the type of the page given to the algorithm -index or thread. Lines (7-16) switch between 4 possible directions and find adequate URL with specific number in the extracted sequence. Same as for the previous algorithm, the specific number is extracted by aligning all collected URLs and finding the difference. In lines (12) and (15), current page URL is used to extract current specific number. This is done by temporary inserting current curUrl in the page flipping URL group pflgr, and extracting specific number that corresponds to the current URL. If no specific number is found, means that current URL is actually the base page URL that points to the first page.
C. INDEX PAGE SORT DETECTION
Detecting the sort order on the index page is not a trivial task because of its inconsistency in layout and information representation across different forum technologies. Based on the sort order, this step determines how to efficiently traverse the index page in Thread Discovery module. Index page sort order corresponds to one of the two date types related to the threads on that particular index page: creation date, or the last activity date. Based on our observations on a large number of forum technologies, we found that regardless of the date FIGURE 12. Index page sort order examples; a) answers.yahoo.com -sort by last activity date, but only the creation date is shown. b) tripadvisor.comsort by last activity date, which is also shown c) intopic.it -sort by creation date, but last activity date is shown.
type by which the index page is sorted, those dates are always presented in a descending order. In most cases, creation and last activity dates are both shown, as presented in Fig. 2 . There are also some cases where only one date type is shown, or the date type shown is not the date type by which the index page is sorted - Fig. 12 .
Observations:
1. If the dates by which the index page is sorted are shown, they are in the descending order. 2. In the case of two dates appearing in the index page, the older date represents the date of thread creation, and the newer date represents the last activity on thread.
In the case of a single post on the thread, these two dates are equal. 3. If the index page contains dates of both types, the sort order can be determined directly by observing which dates are in a descending order. 4. In the case of only one date type on the index page, at least one visit to the thread is necessary to determine exact date type, i.e. if the date from the thread row belongs to the first post or the last post in that thread. The exact date type cannot be determined directly by observing the index page, since index page can be sorted by different date type then the one shown.
In Fig. 13 , the Index page sort detection algorithm is presented, where given observations are utilized. Line (2), generates a group with thread URLs from the given index page. After the HTML DOM tree alignment of the index page creates table like structure, following the idea in [4] , we assume that the column for thread URLs, is the column with the longest total anchor text. Selected column is parsed into the thread URLs group, ordered as appeared on the index page. Line (3) generates one or two date groups using the Index page dates detection algorithm. In Line (4) pseudo-random number n is generated and fixed during the execution of the algorithm. Selected n represents n th thread row on the index page with its thread URL and date(s).
The case of two date groups is shown in lines (5-10). Distinguishing between the group that represents dates of creation (crd), and the group that represents last activity dates (lad), is done by comparing two dates, each from different group, but with the same order number -n (6-8). The same order number guarantees that they are from the same thread row, since dates in both groups are ordered as appeared on the thread. Based on observation 1, the group that has continuous descending order is the group by which the threads on the index page are sorted. Type of dates in the selected group is taken as the type of index page sort order (9-10).
In the case of only one date group (11-17), a thread URL from the thread group is first used to extract the posts dates using thread post dates detection algorithm (12) . From the given dates, the first post date is matched with the date from the date group corresponding to that particular thread URL (13) . If the dates are the same, then the date group detected on the index page represents the dates of creation (14) , otherwise it represents last activity dates (15) . Also, if the date group is in continuous descending order, type of the dates in this group is taken as the type of the index page sort order (16) . Otherwise, the other remaining type is taken as index page sort order type (17) .
When comparing the descending dates sequence, we allow series of dates, specific for each forum to be out of order if they are at the beginning of the sequence. The reason is the possible existence of sticky threads, that can appear at the beginning of the index page and disorder the sequence.
D. THREAD SORT DETECTION
This module uses thread post dates detection algorithm to extract the group of dates which consists of thread post dates. The dates in the extracted group are ordered in sequence as appeared on the thread. Detecting the sort order of the VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 13. Index page sort detection algorithm.
dates in the group, determines the sort order of the posts on the thread. This sort order can be ascending or descending, and depending on this information, different approaches are used in the PC crawling module. We also impose threshold of three, for the minimum number of posts that thread page must contain to be taken into consideration. Two posts on the page are not enough for comparison, since one of them can be sticky post that appears on the top of all other posts, and in this way, disorder the sequence.
The thread sort detection algorithm works as follows: Lines (1-2), download the thread page, align HTML DOM tree, and extract the posts using the methods proposed in [36] . The thread page is taken into consideration only if there are 3 or more posts on the page. Line (4), extract the group of dates using thread post dates detection algorithm. Lines (5-8) compare each two successive post dates inside generated group and increment adequate type of sort (asccount or dsccount). The majority voting method is adopted to determine type of sort, because there can be sticky post occurrence that can volatile the date order sequence (9-10).
E. THREAD DISCOVERY
In Thread Discovery (TD) module, we use two different approaches depending on the type of the index page sort order, which can be by the date of creation or by the date of last activity.
In the first case, the index page is sorted by the creation date. By observation 1, from the section 4.3 no matter which type of dates is used to sort the index page, those dates are sorted in descending order. Further, index page sorted by the creation date have new threads appearing at the beginning on the first index page. From the last two statements, if the index page is sorted by the date of creation, then the dates on the index page are not important, since all new threads can be collected by crawling the first couple of index pages until old threads are reached - Fig. 4a . The algorithm starts by collecting all the thread URLs from the first index page. If none of those thread URLs are already collected in one of the previous crawls, then using the page flipping URLs, the crawler downloads the next index page, and collects thread URLs from that page. This process is repeated until at least one thread URL from the previous crawls is detected. When the crawler detects old thread URL, the process stops, since all next thread URLs that would appear, have been already collected in the previous crawls.
In the second case, the thread URLs on the index page are sorted by the last activity date. Index pages sorted by the last activity date can contain a mixture of old and new threads. The new threads are created after the index page last crawl date, and the old threads have some new posts generated since the same last crawl of that index page - Fig. 4b . This case requires comparing threads last activity dates with their index page last crawl date, since we do not want to collect old thread URLs that were not updated. The algorithm starts with the first index page and collects all thread URLs. For all collected thread URLs, their last activity dates are observed.
If all dates are newer than the date of the previous index page crawl, the algorithm will download the next index page and repeat the process. The algorithm stops when at least one last activity date is older than the date of the last crawl of that index page. Threads that have last activity date older than the index page last crawl date are not collected. Later in PC module new threads need to be crawled completely, and old threads only need to be updated with the latest posts, therefore collected URLs are marked in the database as new or old, based on existing thread URLs in the database.
The thread discovery algorithm is briefly described in Fig. 15 . In line (3-4), using HTML DOM tree alignment of the index page, thread URLs are extracted using the same approach as in the index page sort detection algorithm. Along with each thread URL, it's last activity date and the thread last activity URL (if available) are also extracted using index page dates detection and thread last activity URL detection algorithms respectively (4) . Using the thread last activity URL, PC module can access the latest content more efficiently on old threads. Lines (6-7) -if the index page sort order is detected to be by the thread creation date (crd), the thread URL is collected only if it hasn't been already collected in the previous crawls. If the detected sort order is by the last activity date (lad), then the thread URL is inserted only if it's last activity date is newer than the index page last crawl date -lines (11) (12) . If the last activity dates are not shown on the index page, thread pages are downloaded, and post dates are extracted using thread post dates detection algorithm. The date of the last post on the thread is chosen for the last activity date (9-10). Following the sort order logic, this process is repeated if the last collected thread URL from the index page meets the requirements for insertion into the database (14), or until the last index page is reached (15) (16) (17) .
F. POST COLLECTION
Post collection (PC) module is used to collect new posts from the thread. In the case of a new thread, this module will traverse through all thread pages using the page flipping URLs and collect all posts. For already existing threads in the database, PC module will traverse thread pages in search for only new content in the most efficient manner, based on detected thread sort order and thread last activity URL. We recognize three cases for traversing the threads: (1) posts are in descending order, (2) posts are in ascending order and thread last activity URL is available on the index page, (3) posts are in ascending order and the thread last activity URL is not available - Fig. 16 .
In the case of descending posts order on the thread, the last post will be shown on the top of the first thread page, and the oldest one (i.e. the first that was posted on thread) will be shown on the bottom of the last page of the thread. In this case, PC module will start from the first thread page, and collect all the posts that have not been collected in one of the previous crawls - Fig. 16a . The posts are extracted as proposed in [36] , and the dates are detected with the thread post dates detection algorithm. Each post date is compared to the date of the thread previous crawl. If all post dates from the page are newer than the thread last crawl date, using the page flipping URLs and navigation URL detection algorithm, this module will find the next thread page and repeat the process. If at least one post date from the page is older than the last crawled date, the module stops. The PC module also stops when no more next pages can be found i.e. when the last thread page is reached.
In the case of ascending posts order on the thread, the last thread page will contain the latest post. In this case, module uses the thread last activity URL, found by thread discovery module for this thread - Fig. 16b . The PC module starts to collect new posts from the thread last page. All post dates from the page are compared with the last crawl date of the thread. If all the dates are newer than the thread last crawl date, by using page flipping URLs and navigation URL detection algorithm, this module finds URL to the previous page of the thread. The process of post and date extraction is repeated on each page, until at least one date older then the thread last crawl date is found. This algorithm also stops when no more previous pages can be found (i.e. when the first thread page is reached).
In the third case posts on the thread are in ascending order and the thread last activity URL is not available. There are two reasons TD module cannot find thread last activity URL. The first is that the presentation of the thread last activity URL on the index page is not supported by the current forum technology, or there are still not enough posts on the thread to create additional thread pages. In the second case, PC module will download only existing page and collect only posts that are new. In the case where forum technology doesn't support presentation of thread last activity URL on the index page, the first thread page is downloaded, from where module tries to find thread last page URL using navigation URL detection algorithm - Fig. 16c . After the download of the last page, the approach is the same as for ascending thread order; successive previous pages are downloaded and all posts and their dates are extracted, until no new posts can be found.
The PC algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 17 . This algorithm has two directions; next -for interpretation of case shown in Fig. 16a ; and previous -for cases Fig. 16b and Fig. 16c . The inputs are thread URL, detected sort order, thread last activity URL (if exists) and thread last crawl date. Lines (1-2) download the first thread page in case of ascending sort order VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 15. Thread discovery algorithm. or if thread last activity URL is not supplied, the direction is next by default. In the case of ascending sort order and in the cases where thread last activity URL is not supplied, line (5) tries to find thread last page URL from the downloaded page using thread last activity URL detection algorithm. If thread last activity URL is supplied or found in line (5), direction is changed to previous, and the last thread page is downloaded (6) (7) (8) . For each downloaded page, posts are extracted (10), and from each post the date is extracted (12) using methods already described in the previous sections. A post is collected if its post date is newer than the thread last crawl date (14) (15) . The module stops when at least one post date older than the last crawl date is found on the page (17-18), otherwise it downloads the next page according to determined direction (19) (20) using navigation URL detection algorithm.
V. EXPERIMENTS A. EXPERIMENT SETUP AND DATA SET USED
Experiments are carried out on a PC powered by Intel Core i7 and 32GB of RAM memory. Table 3 shows the data set used in the performed experiments. This data set includes 14 Web forums, carefully selected to cover all cases needed for meaningful evaluation with all representative technologies included.
Five most popular technologies are represented: phpBB, vBulletin, Discuz, SMF and XenForo, which at the time of writing this paper covered about 82,5% of all used forum software packages [11] . We also included custom forum solutions to expand our tests and cover the most important cases needed for testing. To carry out research tests correctly, all 14 selected Web forums were first mirrored in a local database. To collect all the data from the selected forums, a script-like custom crawlers were built for each Web forum. All custom crawlers were breadth-first, depth unlimited and domain limited. Next, for each software technology (for packages and custom technologies) a respond-simulators were built.
Each simulator was responding on URL request sent by our crawler and it was generating content and layout imitating the original Web forum response. To make this test support incremental crawling, simulators were also able to generate snapshot content in certain given timestamps. The simulator used these timestamps to generate snapshots of the Web forum that correspond to original forum state at that time period, and the snapshots were later parsed by our crawler.
B. SORT ORDER DETECTION MODULES EFFICIENCY COMPARASION
To evaluate the efficiency of the index page sort detection and thread sort detection modules, we took 100 random index and 100 random thread pages from each selected forum and ran the modules. Their detection results were examined manually and the results are presented in Table 4 .
The majority of selected forum technologies have dates in ago format (i.e. 3 months ago), and all corresponding exact dates in HTML tag attributes were properly recognized by our detection modules except for the tripadvisor.com and yahoo.com index page dates. Although these two websites contain ago dates in threads with the precise format inside tag attributes, they do not propagate the same time precision to the index page, which can lead to incorrect detection of sort order. As for iiyi.com forum, three of all randomly selected pages contained more than 40 sticky threads out of 50, where 50 is the maximum number of threads per one index page. Since majority of these dates were mixture without continuous ascending or descending order, IPSD module was unable to properly detect sort order type. Later inspection of these pages showed that the number of sticky threads were updated to less than 10, which implies erroneous short time state of these three pages of iiyi.com index pages.
As for the thread sort detection module, the worst precision was achieved on afb.org forum, and this is due to small number of posts per thread. The majority of selected threads from this forum had only one or two posts. Precision on complaintwire.org was 82% due to the forum feature to enable reply with comment directly on the post, which nests this comment HTML structure inside the post. This led to improper partial tree alignment and faulty sort order detection by our module. As for the airliners.net forum, 4 randomly selected threads had only one post. A small number of posts per thread was also found in the cases of forums with id 5,6 and 12 in Table 3 .
Overall index page sort order detection precision was 98.4%, while overall thread sort order detection precision was 96.4%, which implies robustness and high resistance to presentation diversity over forum technologies represented in our data set.
C. EVALUATION OF THE CRAWLER
This study is specific as it evaluates targeting the latest generated content in incremental crawl on the Web forums. We will try to give the most all-around and fair evaluation in the following sections, since existing forum-based focused crawlers are not designed as incremental, or they are not well documented on how to mitigate similar approaches of targeting the latest content in incremental crawling cycles.
The design of the proposed and tested SInFo crawler corresponds to the batch-mode (periodic) crawler with fixed recrawl scheduling frequency. Although steady (continuous) crawler with variable frequency can increase freshness [2] , we have used the batch-mode, in order to ensure more time for forums to generate substantial new content. Also, the content on the Web forums is rarely modified or deleted, but it is constantly added, meaning that once collected content from a Web forum has no need for refreshing in the regular cases. This is why freshness is irrelevant in our experiments, and the batch-mode crawler can be used for the purpose of our evaluations.
Evaluation of complete large-scale crawling was carried out over one-year time period in 2016. Starting from the 1 st January, on each first day of the month, one incremental crawl was performed, up to the total of 12 incremental crawls. On each incremental crawl step, all new generated data since the last crawl cycle was collected by the crawler. We did not give any weight nor priority when collecting pages, and the crawler was downloading pages in a continuous loop, until there were no other pages with new content to download. Our crawler was also set for the initial crawl phase on the December 1st, 2015, when it has been run in order to collect all the data generated on the forum from the beginning until the start date. On each simulated monthly crawl schedule, all the 14 Web forums were crawled, and their collected content was merged into the database.
1) EVALUATION OF DUPLICATES
The goal of this evaluation was to find out how many duplicates were collected by our crawler for each crawl cycle. Instead of looking only for the duplicate URLs, we were observing pages with duplicate content. By content, aside from thread URLs on the index page, we also consider the posts on the threads. The reason to do so is the content distribution over multiple pages connected by page-flipping URLs. Since the generation of new content can ''push'' the existing one to the next pages, observing only the URL of the page that holds that content would be erroneous, because the page with the same URL in different crawling cycles can contain different content.
To show the difficulties in incremental crawling, we compare our crawler with the specialized focused forum crawlers FoCUS-like, Vigi4Med and the one presented in [22] (ASSDlike) - Fig. 18 . Although CrimeBot supports incremental crawl, it lacks the description of this solution technical details required for replication and evaluation. The system proposed in [24] is hard-coded to vBulletin technology. We choose FoCUS architecture over iRobot since it showed better performance [4] in online forum crawling. The implementations of FoCUS-like and ASSD-like crawlers were carried out as described in [4] and [22] respectively. Vigi4Med implementation is available online on GitHub repository (https://github.com/bissana/Vigi4Med-Scraper), and one configuration file is written per each forum presented in Table 3 . To make the comparison fair, the capability to recognize and analyze sitemap protocol was added to all crawlers. This enabled crawlers to distinct old, new and updated URLs on websites, where sitemap file was properly maintained. For each month, the percentage of collected new content is given compared to all previously transferred content from the previous months that is contained in the database.
In December 2015, with the initial crawl, the percentage for all crawlers was 100%, since only new content was collected. Following the initial crawl, in January 2016, the percentage of new content drastically dropped for all crawlers except for SInFo. This behavior was expected since the other crawlers collected almost everything that was already collected in the initial crawl. The percentage of new content continued to drop for every successive crawl, with the increase in June and September. This was mostly due to high amount of new content that appeared during those months, especially on websites generationnt.com and forums.macrumors.com which properly maintain their sitemap file for the forum section. Vigi4Med and ASSD-like crawlers have shown the similar results in terms of ratio of new and old content, since they both base their traversal path on the XPath queries. The difference is governed by the fact that ASSD-like crawler generates less precise XPaths based on the given semantic rules, while Vigi4Med's are manually written and inspected. Additionally, both crawlers have collected more new content than the FoCUS-like crawler, but this is due to FoCUS automatic generation of RegEx for each website, which lead to less precision but almost without user intervention.
SInFo showed high accuracy and low level of duplicates in each recrawl cycle. Forum activity and the new content distribution over the pages have influence on targeting the latest content, but the percentage of completely new content that was crawled in each crawl cycle was steady, reaching the maximum of 88% and it never dropped below 80%. The majority of duplicates that SInFo collected were on the pages with old content, which needed to be visited only in order to find navigation URLs or to determine when to stop traversing current thread or index page. Some pages also had the mixture of old and new content on thread and index page. In the evaluation, we considered these semi-duplicates as duplicates too.
To distinguish between different kinds of duplicates that were collected by the SInFo crawler, for each month we have calculated the percentage of new, semi-duplicate and duplicate content, where the content was observed on the page basis. This means that the content is considered as new, only on the page, where no old content exists. Semi-duplicate content is found on the pages where mixture of new and old content from the previous crawls exists. On the index page, this can happen with any type of sort order. When sorting by the last post date, a mixture of new and old but updated thread URLs can occur on the same page. In the case of sort order by creation date, a page where the new thread URLs finish and the old begin is considered as a semi-duplicate page. On the thread page, similar scenarios are observed with posts, i.e. the page that holds both old and new posts is consider as a page with semi-duplicate content, regardless of the thread page sort order. Since the pages with semi-duplicates are pages that the crawler must visit in order to find new content, pages with complete duplicates are shown separately (Fig. 19) . Duplicate content is considered on a page where no new thread URLs or posts can be found. The page with duplicate content can be downloaded by error or by redundant requirement. Redundant requirement means that the crawler must download index or thread pages, until it finds some old content, which is the indicator for the crawler to stop. In some cases, that old content can be distributed over the whole page without any new content, because the previous page did not hold any old content. It is necessary for the crawler to download these pages in order to determine when to stop, but still, they do not hold any new content.
In addition, when the posts on the thread with ascending order are collected, and no thread last activity URL is available on the index page, the crawler must visit the first page of the thread to collect only the thread last activity URL, although that page is a complete duplicate - Fig. 16c . The results are shown in Fig. 19 . For each month the overall percentage of new, semi-duplicate and duplicate content for all 14 forums in the dataset are presented.
FIGURE 19.
The ratio of new, semi-duplicates and duplicates discovered per months during one-year crawl measured for 2016. Fig. 19 shows satisfactory results in terms of low number of duplicates. Semi-duplicates are considered necessary and depend strictly on partial distribution of posts and thread URLs over their pages. Most of the semi-duplicates appeared in October and July reaching 12.5%, when pages with partially mixed old and new content occurred more frequently. Although on mixed pages the old content is skipped, the crawler still needs to download the whole page, hence time and bandwidth resources are spent whatsoever.
On the other hand, most of the duplicates appeared in November, reaching 9%. This was due to the distribution of the new content on the pages which especially dominated on iiyi.com and chinadaily.com.cn, where the crawler needed to download at least one more additional page to conclude crawling, and where these additional pages were complete duplicates.
Overall duplicates in one-year cycle were 7.4% while semi-duplicates have taken 8.54% of all content. Our crawler collected 84% completely new content with additional 8.54% of the content that needed filtering and separation of old and new posts. This generated the total of 92.6% of usable content pages that were not collected in the previous crawls.
2) EVALUATING PRECISION AND RECALL
Three important metrics for incremental crawling in general are considered to be freshness, coverage and age. Since forum content in general has no need for refreshing, freshness and age were irrelevant for our experiments. In our case, coverage is measured through recall, while precision represents effectiveness of our crawler. Since the complete forums were originally pre-crawled and mirrored into the database, the all content to be targeted in the incremental crawl is already known, hence precision and recall can be evaluated properly. The crawler is tested for precision and recall for each month, similar to the evaluation of duplicates and semi-duplicates. In the previous test, we did not consider pages that contained the content which is not relevant to the crawl, i.e. erroneous pages without posts and thread URLs. Our evaluation has taken into account these erroneous pages and defined the precision as follows:
where C all represents all retrieved content including new, semi-duplicate, duplicate and erroneous content, and where C semiduplicate and C new stand for semi-duplicate and the new content retrieved from the crawl. Recall is defined in a similar way:
where I allrelevant is the total of all new relevant content, generated on the website since the last crawl, that needs to be collected in the current cycle of incremental crawl. The results are shown in Fig. 20 . The precision is lower than recall in each month since this measure includes pages that do not contain thread URLs and posts, so they are not relevant for the crawl. Some related work also report the F-Measure [39] , in addition to precision and recall. F-Measure is the weighted harmonic mean of precision and recall, and we have also used this measure in our evaluation. Table 5 shows satisfactory precision and recall for the new content in one-year incremental crawl. 
3) BANDWIDTH UTILIZATION
Here we measure crawler capability to optimize and make the best use of bandwidth, which is an important factor when crawling. We define this measure as:
where B all is the bandwidth cost defined as the total of all crawled content in a time unit, while B new and B semiduplicate are the bandwidth costs of the content containing only new and semi-duplicate information respectively, compared to the existing content in the database. The best scenario would be to download only the pages that contain new and semi-duplicate content, where bandwidth utilization would be 100%. The results can be seen in Table 6 , where bandwidth utilization of FoCUS-like crawler is also shown.
As expected, bandwidth utilization is highly dependent upon the precision of the crawler. As the crawler sometimes downloads pages containing duplicate or irrelevant content, bandwidth utilization drops. The lower the precision is, the more bandwidth is probably unnecessarily spent. FoCUS-like low bandwidth utilization is proportional to the high number of duplicates that appear while incrementally crawling. On the other hand, SInFo maximized its bandwidth usage and optimized the number of downloads required to fetch the latest content. Table 7 presents a comparison of basic functionalities between current state-of-the art forums crawlers. Crawler's abilities are classified according to:
4) COMPARISON OF FUNCTIONALITIES
User intervention: Represents the ease of use of the proposed systems. Vigi4Med needs high user intervention since it requires writing XPath queries individually for each forum. CrimeBot needs medium to high user intervention, since it is composed of reusable modules responsible for each individual forum technology. Crawling new generic or custom forum technology requires writing and adding new modules to the system. Similar concept refers to the solution no. 7. For the solution no. 6, semantic rules in the form of regular expressions need to be inspected and updated if they are not fitted to the current forum. Crawlers like no. 1, no. 2 or no. 3 require relatively low to none user interventions.
Automation: Defines the ability of the proposed system to automatically traverse the paths or detect rich data regions of the new forum technologies that have not been seen before. The crawler no. 6, is semi-automated, and dependent on the quality of written semantic rules. With the good quality semantic rules, this crawler can be adaptable and achieve the high level of automation through different types of forum technologies.
Incremental Crawling (IC) Ability: Ability of the system to incrementally crawl the forum by targeting only the new content, generated after the last crawl cycle.
Adaptable Incremental Crawl for Different Layout Types: Crawler adaptation to different forum representations and sort order layouts while incrementally crawling. Crawlers no. 5 and no. 7 are semi-adaptable, since their ability to cope with new or different sort order styles heavily depends on the internal hard-coded crawling implementation they already contain.
Data Extraction: Crawler capability for scraping forum content.
Method of Operation: Short description of the crawler internal operation method.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have presented methods and techniques on which we have built the protype solution for efficient incremental forum crawling -SInFo. The main idea of the SInFo crawler is to avoid duplicates in each new crawl cycle of the forum by focusing on generic approach adapted to the forum technology and by minimizing the path to the latest content generated since the last forum crawl.
In our experiments, regardless of the distribution of the new user generated content in upcoming recrawl cycles, SInFo achieved promising results, and significantly reduced duplicates compared to the other implementations. Based on one hundred randomly selected index and thread pages, we have shown that proposed methods of SInFo could distinct the sort order and content representation with high accuracy, which is crucial for the later forum recrawl. The overall index page and thread page sort order detection precisions were 98.4% and 96.4% respectively, which implies robustness and high resistance to presentation diversity over forum technologies. In our tests, SInFo collected more than 92% of usable content pages that were not collected in the previous crawls, while maximizing its bandwidth usage. Precision and recall were more than satisfactory, with average precision of 91.6% and recall of 97%. In addition to the experimental results, we have contributed with comprehensive and extensive research to categorize all major types of forum representations. Future work will put more focus on the architecture of the database that can store index and thread pages as one object. In our research, a good repository design with object-level access showed up to be a non-trivial task, if it has to support incremental crawling and efficient updating of the database. In the future, we also plan to perform more detailed and extensive experiments, in order to continually improve the usage of SInFo on the new forum technologies. Press, 1997 ) and presented numerous pre-conference tutorials on this subject. She also conducted research in the domain of wireless sensor networks. She has long term experience in teaching a diversity of courses in programming languages and the development of various educational software tools. Her research interests include distributed systems, consistency models, computer networks, and all aspects of computer-based quantitative performance analysis and modeling. VOLUME 7, 2019 
